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INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION

Single-cell transcriptomics [1], i.e., the quan!ta!ve measurement of abundances of RNAs 

simultaneously in thousands of individual cells, have generated a revolu!on in our knowledge of

cell types and of their associated developmental trajectories that originate in stem cells and 

then branch out in a cascade of di@eren!a!ons un!l terminally di@eren!ated states are 

reached. Teams working in single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) have now developed intui!ve 

computa!onal tools [2,3] thanks to which they have constructed expression atlases in a number 

of di@erent species [4,5]. Developmental trajectories for gene expression paEerns can now be 

produced for the tens of thousands of genes in the genome, in both natural condi!ons and 

when these dynamical systems are perturbed using muta!ons or drugs. Although this 

descrip!ve approach is informa!ve, it remains unFnished for two reasons. First, the algorithmic 

approaches need to be improved, for instance by relying on more modern inference methods 

including machine learning tools since these have not been explored much in the present 

context. Second, current work involves only transcriptomic quan!Fca!on, so one does not know

whether a gene is inac!ve because of an absence of ac!vators or because the gene has been 

rendered “heterochroma!c” (inaccessible to its ac!vators because the DNA is too condensed). 

Our goal in this M2 internship is to address those two challenges, improving the computa!onal 

methods and performing integra!on of data on DNA accessibility produced thanks to single cell 

ATAC-seq. The result will be a robust inference of developmental trajectories that will realize 

Waddington’s “epigene!c landscapes” [6] with associated branching processes.

To mine scRNA-seq data, three main computa!onal tools have been brought in from other Felds

[2,3]. The Frst is dimensional reduc!on, necessary because of the very high dimension (from 

20,000 to 40,000, corresponding to the number of genes) needed to represent the 

transcriptomic proFle of each cell. The dimensional reduc!on methods currently used [2,3] are 

PCA, t-SNE and UMAP. Using beEer methods, such as Minimum Distor!on Embedding,  would 

enhance the algorithmic performance. The second is unsupervised clustering to group cells of 

comparable expression proFles, leading one to iden!fy di@erent cell types. The algorithms most 

used for this are referred to as Louvain [7] and Leiden [8]; they come from sta!s!cal physics and



are based on community detec!on and have been extensively used in research communi!es 

working on Complex Networks. The great �exibility of these algorithms has never been exploited

in the scRNA-seq Feld, leaving signiFcant opportuni!es for quan!ta!ve-minded researchers. 

The third is the construc!on of a developmental trajectory within a cluster. It turns out that the 

Feld is not very mature regarding this par!cular challenge. For instance, a major defect of the 

scRNA-seq analyses to date is that they perform trajectory inference aMer the clustering rather 

than simultaneously. Ideally the synergis!c iden!Fca!on of clusters and trajectories should 

allow one to generate reliable developmental trajectories with branching in the form of a tree, 

going from pluripotent stem cells (the tree’s root) all the way to terminally di@eren!ated cells 

(the tree’s leaves) with stochas!c transi!ons between di@erent intermediate cell types.

In addi!on to developing beEer inference approaches, it is necessary to integrate DNA 

condensa!on data into these analyses because this mechanism of turning o@ of genes is 

omnipresent in cellular di@eren!a!on. To do so, we will rely on single-cell ATAC-seq data sets 

that are now becoming widely available across di@erent organisms. The integra!on will require 

crossing the two di@erent types of proFles (transcriptomic and “epigene!c”) and inferring the 

associa!on between DNA accessibility and expression of the downstream gene(s), leading to a 

complete descrip!on of the branching di@eren!a!on cascade. With this work, we will provide 

the conceptual and computa!onal tools to generate state of the art “atlases” of cellular 

di@eren!a!on. Biologists will be able to use these to unravel the gene!c and molecular 

processes driving these complex dynamical systems while modelers will study them to reveal 

general principles of gene regula!on [9].

TECHNIQUES USED DURING THE INTERNSHIP

The computa!onal work will be done at least partly in the language R to be able to exploit the 

Seurat [2] and Monocle [3] packages that are easy to use and allow the iden!Fca!on of cell 

types and pseudo-!me trajectories. The work will require working with high dimensional data 

and exploi!ng algorithms for dimensional reduc!on, community detec!on, and trajectory 

inference. This will involve introducing novel inference methods, tes!ng algorithmic choices, 

quan!fying inference reliability and interac!ng with biologists for conFrming the inferred 

complex cellular dynamics on publicly available datasets. 

This M2 project forms a stepping stone for integra!ng more heterogeneous datasets, a topic 

that will be considered in the follow-up doctoral work (expected funding from the LabEx SPS). 

The goal there will be to integrate single-cell/nucleus and bulk measurements and to compare 

the topologies of the regulatory networks across homologous organs and across species, of 

importance from an evolu!onary perspec!ve and for real world applica!ons such as improving 

plant architecture.
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